
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ITEM: RECOMMENDATION: APPROVAL
REF NO: 3PL/2020/0157/PIP CASE OFFICER Gemma Manthorpe

LOCATION: ATTLEBOROUGH APPNTYPE: Permission Principle
Land Adjacent to West Carr Road POLICY: Out Settlemnt Bndry

CONS AREA: N

APPLICANT: Mr Steve Suggitt
C/O Agent

LB GRADE: N

AGENT: Cowen Consulting
Chiara Mere Road

TPO: N

PROPOSAL: Permission in principle for six self build dwellings (Town & Country Planning (Permission in
Principle)(Amendment) Order 2017

REASON FOR COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION

The application was heard at Chairman's Panel who referred the application to Committee to make the
decision.

KEY ISSUES

Permission in Principle criteria:
Location
Land use
Amount of development

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT

The application seeks permission in principle for six self build dwellings (Town & Country Planning
(Permission in Principle)(Amendment) Order 2017.

SITE AND LOCATION

The site comprises 0.44ha of land to the northern side of West Carr Road. The land is rectangular in shape
and has a road frontage of approximately 115 metres. To the east of the site is a row of residential properties
of various sizes. To the west is an employment site abutted by residential properties. To the south side of
West Carr Road is one single dwelling with a road frontage and a farm set back from the road accessed from
a long drive.

The application site is outside of the main built area of Attleborough on the western side of the A11.

EIA REQUIRED

No
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RELEVANT SITE HISTORY

No relevant site history.

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The following policies of the Breckland Local Plan, including the Proposals Maps, have been taken into
consideration in the determination of this application. The provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework and National Planning Policy Guidance have also been taken into account, where appropriate

COM01 Design
COM02 Healthy Lifestyles
COM03 Protection of Amenity
ENV01 Green Infrastructure
ENV02 Biodiversity protection and enhancement
ENV05 Protection and Enhancement of the Landscape
GEN01 Sustainable Development in Breckland
GEN02 Promoting High Quality Design
GEN03 Settlement Hierarchy
GEN05 Settlement Boundaries
HOU06 Principle of New Housing
HOU10 Technical Design Standards for New Homes
NP Neighbourhood Plan
NPPF National Planning Policy Framework
NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance
TH1 National Planning Policy Framework - Presumption in Favour of Sustainable

Development
TR01 Sustainable Transport Network
TR02 Transport Requirements

OBLIGATIONS/CIL

Not applicable

CONSULTATIONS

ATTLEBOROUGH TC
No objections,
NORFOLK COUNTY COUNCIL HIGHWAYS
The site lies outside of the main settlement of Attleborough and is served by a section of West Carr Road
which has been bisected by the A11 Attleborough Bypass. A pedestrian bridge exists over A11 to connect
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this section of West Carr Road to the wider walking and cycling network in Attleborough. However, whilst the
site lies within walking distance of Rosecroft Primary School (approx 1.2Km) and Attleborough Academy
(approx 2.5Km) part the route is unlit and would involve walking in the live carriageway of West Carr Road in
a location where no footway provision exists. As a result it is in the balance whether walking and cycling
would replace the use of the private car, on an habitual basis,to travel to the town centre, schooling and other
amenities especially during the dark winter months.

I appreciate that transport accessibility is only one of the matters you need consider and if you are minded to
grant approval the following would need to form part of a detailed technical submission:-

i. Widening of the carriageway of West Carr Road along the site frontage to 4.8m
ii. A 2.4m parallel visibility splay across the entire site frontage measured from the revised line of the
carriageway edge
iii. Accesses grouped in pairs
iv.Access gates set back 5m from the revised carriageway edge
v. Parking in accordance with adopted guidelines on site turning arrangement independently of parking
TREE AND COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTANT
No objection.

REPRESENTATIONS

There have been three representations from the public consultation, two of the three representations stated
that they had no objections but would like their comments considered and one objection. The representations
are summarised as follows:

1) The increase in potential traffic along the road and there is no access off the A11 southbound.
2) Currently the road has a restriction on traffic over 7.5 tonnes- although this is regularly ignored - how
would this be adhered to during a build?
3) What assurances would be made on the length of the build and noise/environmental pollution from this
during this time? And in addition to this, would the build have stipulations as to ensuring it fits with other
housing along the road, in keeping with the rural surroundings?
4) Drainage - currently the field & surrounding ditches acts as drainage and in the past there has been
flooding can this be taken into account when considering any alternative/additional drainage solutions.
5) Consideration to privacy and light should be given at design stage.
6) The Breckland Local Plan and the Attleborough Neighbourhood plan show the by pass to be the boundary
for the towns development land.This particular field is outside that boundary and we therefore object to this
application on this basis.
7) This application is a cynical financial venture by an astute business man to turn good agricultural land into
a housing development.

ASSESSMENT NOTES

Applications for Permission in Principal (PIP) must only consider the location of development, the proposed
land use and the amount of development.

1.0 Location
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1.1 The application site is located outside of the development limits for Attleborough, in between an existing
linear development on the north side of West Carr Road. Attleborough is defined by policy GEN03 as a Key
Settlement and has a strategic urban extension planned with outline permission having been granted for up
to 4000 dwellings. The location is not isolated and should be assessed against the impact that the
development will have on the intrinsic beauty of the countryside. The area is open in nature with sporadic
development punctuating the typically rural character. The application site is separated from the built form of
Attleborough by the A11 and will have limited visual connectivity to the main urban area.

1.2 Highways have stated that the development will, by virtue of the road network, be car reliant for
necessary journeys. While development that is capable of accessing local amenities such as schools and
shops by foot is preferred the need to utilise a car does not cause a development to be unacceptable in
terms of sustainability. The location of the development is such that it in fills a portion of land between
existing developments including an employment use and while walking will be limited owing to the existing
road network, exacerbated in the winter months as there are no footpaths, the location is not one that is
assessed as unsustainable.

1.3 Paragraph 109 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF 2019) states that 'development should
only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if there would be an unacceptable impact on highway
safety, or the residual cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe'.  The comments from
highways have not stated that the development will be prejudicial to highway safety or that there will be a
significant negative impact on the highway network.

1.4 Paragraph 108 of the NPPF (2019) states that applications for development should ensure that;

- appropriate opportunities to promote sustainable transport modes can be (or have been) taken up, given
the type of development and its location;
- safe and suitable access to the site can be achieved for all users; and,
- any significant impacts from the development on the transport network (in terms of capacity and
congestion), or on highway safety, can be cost effectively mitigated to an acceptable degree.

1.5 The application is for permission in principle and as such there are limited details submitted in support of
the application and further details will follow at the technical design stage. These shall include parking,
access and other matters as required. Highways have requested conditions to be applied to any grant of
technical design permission, to make the proposed development acceptable in highway terms.

1.6 The development proposed would sit well within the existing development and would continue the linear
form, infilling a gap by utilising a parcel of land between two developed areas. The parcel of land appears to
have been sympathetically designed in relation to the location keeping the northern boundary inline with the
existing dwellings to the east.

1.7 The application site is within an area defined as having mineral deposits. The applicant is advised to
carry out an assessment of the site for viable mineral resource which could be extracted at technical detail
stage.

2.0 Land use

2.1 Following adoption of the Breckland Local Plan on 28 November 2019, it is considered that Breckland
District Council now has a five year supply of deliverable housing sites, as required by paragraph 74 of the
NPPF (2019), which provides national planning guidance for Local Planning Authorities and is a strong
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material consideration in the determination of planning applications.  Paragraph 11 of the NPPF states that
decisions should apply a presumption in favour of sustainable development.  For decision makers this means
approving development proposals that accord with an up-to-date development plan without delay.

2.2 The relevant policies of the Local Plan are listed above, there is also the Attleborough Neighborhood Plan
which is material consideration when deciding the application. The Local Plan does not have a specific policy
for development outside of the settlement boundary for Attleborough, as a Key Settlement and as such the
development shall be looked at and assessed against the impact on the intrinsic beauty of the countryside in
accordance with policy GEN05. The site, as referenced above, will fill in a road frontage between two existing
developments of linear form at this side of the road. The limitation of the expansion of the site into the open
countryside by remaining in line with the existing built form of the adjacent dwellings protects the beauty of
the character and demonstrates a recognition of such. Development that progressed further to the north
would likely be resisted as would development on the opposite side of the road as this would be out of
character with the area and would detract from the beauty of the countryside.

2.3 Policy ENV02 requires all new development to provide biodiversity improvements commensurate to the
size of the development. This can be provided at technical details stage to ensure that the measures are
adequate and can be incorporated into the development appropriately.

2.4 There has been an objection to the development on the grounds of non compliance with the
Neighborhood Plan which states that the majority of new development will be directed south of the railway in
the area referred to as the Strategic Urban Extension (SUE). The Neighborhood Plan looks at housing within
Theme 2 which notes within objective H2 that the potential for self build homes will be assessed and
provision made. Good design is noted at H3, should the development be approved the design shall be
looked at at the technical details stage. Good design is required for all development and in accordance with
the Neighborhood Plan.  Sustainable building material usage would be encouraged while also noting that self
build dwellings by their nature are normally individual in character.

2.5 The use of the land as for residential development is an acceptable use. Although according to the
adopted Local Plan the information from the Self Build Portal's 'Need a Plot', the 2015 Central Norfolk SHMA
identified a relatively low number of purchasers looking for a site in Central Norfolk.  However, self build is
supported by the NPPF (2019) and the Council is supportive of self-build housing.

2.6 The use of the land for residential development will have to look to accommodate any noise impact from
the existing employment use to the west of the application site, where appropriate, noise mitigation measures
may be required to ensure that the two types of use do not adversely impact each other.

2.7 An objection states that the development will result in a loss of agricultural land. The NPPF (2019)
defines 'best and most versatile agricultural land as follows:

'Best and most versatile agricultural land: Land in grades 1, 2 and 3a of the Agricultural Land Classification.'

2.8 The land subject to the application is grade 4 and while it is agricultural land it cannot be described as the
best or most versatile and while the loss of agricultural land is a material consideration, it is outweighed in
this instance by the provision of housing and is not so great so as to recommend refusal of this application.

2.9 In order to make the use of the land acceptable biodiversity improvements by way of bat and bird boxes
should be incorporated into the scheme at technical design stage.

3.0 Amount of development
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3.1 The site, being 0.44ha, is adequate size to accommodate 6 dwellings and associated curtilage, the exact
sizes and design shall be considered at the technical details stage. The residential properties to the east of
the application site are of mixed size with varying sized curtilage. The amount of development proposed
would be in keeping with this existing group of dwellings. This will be a development that is appropriate for
self build while reflecting the existing character of the area.

4.0 Conclusion

4.1 There are no technical constraints on the land other than the location of the site, the type of development
and the amount of development that permission in principle is being sought for.

4.2 This is an application for permission in principle and as such conditions cannot be added at this stage.
The applicant will be given notes detailing information that will be required, for example the list given from
Highways, to be submitted at technical details stage. The proposal is considered to accord with the
Development Plan and the relevant sections of the NPPF (2019).

RECOMMENDATION

The application is recommended for approval for the development referred to  above in accordance with the
application form and subject to notes referring to the following being placed upon the approval, these are
matters to be considered at Technical Details Stage:

- An application for Technical Details needs to be Submitted and Approved within 3 years following the date
of this notice.

- Widening of the carriageway of West Carr Road along the site frontage to 4.8m
- A 2.4m parallel visibility splay across the entire site frontage measured from the revised line of the
carriageway edge
- Accesses grouped in pairs
- Access gates set back 5m from the revised carriageway edge
- Parking in accordance with adopted guidelines
- On site turning arrangement independently of parking
- A noise impact assessment.
- Biodiversity enhancements commensurate with the size of the site.

CONDITIONS
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